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Boost your productivity a thousand times 
Automation 





Automate Innopac by Expect 
Automate Millennium by AutoIt 
New ways to program Expect 
New ways to program AutoIt 
Sierra automation 
Create review list (of bib, item, patron, etc) 1 
Updating records (when global/rapid updates cannot help) 2 
Loading/Exporting records 3 
Generating statistics files, reports, etc 4 
FTP upload/download 5 
Usage of automation 




Automate Innopac by Expect 
Automate Millennium by AutoIt 
Expect is a Unix automation 
and testing tool, an 
extension to the Tcl scripting 
language, for interactive 
applications such 
as telnet, ftp, ssh… 
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wait for response 
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Bibles of Tcl and Expect 
Ways to write Expect-style programs 


























(perl expect module) 
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Ways to write Expect-style programs 
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Cannot spawn in DOS 
Cannot run in Windows 
Can run everywhere 
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Weakness in Mill 
Create Review File ONLY by Boolean search 
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Missing feature in Mill 















A Java program with GUI 
Using expect4j to control Innopac 
Wrapped in exe 
Runs directly in Windows 
For creating review files from rec#, ISN, BC 
Howto 1: Search by rec# 
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login 
Search by rec# 





﹜Expect dialogue -  Expect () -  Send () -  … 
Gen Review File using Rec# 
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Gen Review File using Rec# 
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Gen Review File using Rec# 
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Loop 
Indexed fields other than Rec# 
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OPAC search to build review file 
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﹜Expect dialogue -  Expect () -  Send () -  … 
login 
OPAC Search 




Search by rec# 
Tools 
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Automate Innopac by Expect 
Automate Millennium by AutoIt 
AutoIt is a freeware scripting 
language designed for 
automating the Windows GUI. It 
uses a combination of simulated 




automate Millennium by 
AutoIt 
q Slow 
q Unpredictable response time 


























Automation in the Sierra era 
 web 
services 
 Patron WS 
 Item WS 
Bib WS 
 ReviewFile WS 
 Admin WS 
etc ?? 






Char-based UI (Innopac) replaced by  
Command line UI? 
Every single command can be accomplished equally by 
different interfaces 





Make Sierra an Open Platform 
Let community programmers 
contribute to Sierra 
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Summary 1 
Automate Innopac by Expect 
Automate Millennium by AutoIt 
Expect can be written in many languages 
AutoIt has limitations 
AutoIt works well with Java 
AutoIt works best with non-iterative solutions 
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Summary 2 
Methods to create review files from list 
Demo programs 
Sierra’s WS allows another form of 
automation 
•  Can Sierra also give us a command-line interface? 
• Open platform is the trend 
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